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What is the Purpose of a
Procurement Code?


Ensure Effective Procurement



Provide for Fair & Equal Treatment



Gain the Best Value for Public Funds



Establish Safeguards to Maintain a System of
Quality, Honesty & Integrity



Protect All Involved



Facilitate Loyalty to Employer Goals



Ensure Public Trust
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Who Conducts Purchasing?


Entity must designate and submit to
the SPO the name of its Chief
Procurement Officer before January
1st of each year.



CPO is responsible for the control of
procurement of items of tangible
personal property, services or
construction, and determinations
contemplated by the Code.



Certification good for two years.
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Tangible Personal Property
(Goods)


You Can Touch, Feel & Hold



Generally Movable



“Bid” Process Applies for
purchases over $60,000



Includes Expensive Tracked
Capital Expenditures (Motor
Grader)



As well as Expendable Supplies
(Copy Paper)

•4
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Professional Services


Statutorily Defined



Rough Rule of Thumb: College Degree & License



Determination Made by Central Purchasing Office



“Request for Proposals” Process Required Above $60,000



Scope of Work



Each job is very unique – requiring highly trained,
specialized judgment. It is not the same service over and
over.
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Non-Professional Services


Any Service that is Not Professional



Bid Process Generally Applies



Clearly Defined Service
Requirement
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Construction


Specialized Procurements



Bid Process Generally Applies



Significant Additional Legal
Requirements Apply



Includes Altering, Repairing and
Demolishing



Typically High Dollar
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Overview

How the Purchasing Process
is

Supposed to Work
8
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A Need is Identified
Because of a Recent Decision,
Adult Detention Must Now Provide
King Size, Pastel, Color
Coordinated Feather Down Pillows
with Lace for all Guests
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The Need is Evaluated and
Documented
Adult Detention Identifies
the MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS That
Will Meet Their Need
(Specifications)
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A Request is Issued
Adult Detention Prepares a
PURCHASE REQUESTION (PR) to
Request that PURCHASING Find
and Contract to Purchase the
Needed Items
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PURCHASING Handles the PR
•Checks Budget (Usually)
•IDs Best (or Required) Procurement
Method
•Issues Purchase Order (PO) or
Initiates a Procurement
(Purchase Order issued following procurement)
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The Vendor Receives the PO
•THEN Begins Providing the Needed
Items
OR
•THEN Begins to Provide
the Needed Service
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Overview

How the Purchasing Process
Is NOT

Supposed to Work
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- User Calls a Vendor and
Orders What They Want.

- Vendor Delivers the Item or
Performs the Service.
- User Submits a Purchase Requisition
(PR), Telling PURCHASING What They
Have Done.
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Spending Money:
Legal Basis
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Legal Basis


Can’t spend a taxpayer money without some form
of Legal Authorization – an underlying Legal Basis.



Each Legal Basis MUST appear in Law. Forms of
“Legal Basis” are:


State Use Act



Small Purchase



Formal Competitive Procurement



Sole Source



Emergency Procurement



Purchases Under Existing Contracts



Exemption from Procurement Code
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State Use Act
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State Use Act







Procurement pursuant to the State Use Act is exempt
from the provisions of the Procurement Code.
A state agency or local public body intending to
procure a service on a list published by the New
Mexico Council for Purchasing from Persons with
Disabilities shall, in accordance with rules of the
council, procure the service at the price established
by the council if the service is available within the
period required by the state agency or local public
body.
State Use Act is administered by Horizons of New
Mexico, available at horizonsofnewmexico.org, and
the services listed include such varied items as
janitorial services, painting, pest control, and IT
network management.
Be careful when using Federal Money and applying
the State Use Act!
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Small Purchase

20
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Small Purchases


Small purchases can be made of tangible goods and
non-professional services within purchasing limits.



Direct purchase with best-negotiated price



For internal control purposes, agencies may limit
direct purchases even more than State law allows.



Small purchases of professional services have differing
limits:


Architects & Engineers = $50,000



Landscape Architects & Surveyors = $10,000



All Other Professional Services = $60,000
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Formal Competitive
Procurement
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Formal Competitive
Procurement


Invitation to Bid (ITB)



Request for Proposals (RFP)



What is the difference between the two?



When should each be used?
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Invitation to Bid (ITB)


Clearly Defined Item/Service Needed



Specifications are Clearly Called Out



Vendors Simply Complete Bid Forms



Bids are Submitted



Public Opening/Reading



Negotiation NOT Allowed



Lowest Price Wins!



Easy, Simple & Fast



This is the default purchasing method though it does not
always make sense.
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Request for Proposals (RFP)


Negotiation IS Allowed



Awarded to responsible offeror whose offer is
most advantageous to the entity



A Less Simple Process



Longer & More Expensive



BUT... Often More Flexible



A written determination explaining basis for
RFP is required
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RFP’s Continued


Needs are clearly detailed



Vendors answer questions, explain things,
describe solution



Proposals are submitted



NO public opening: A secure process


OMA provides exception for discussion of contents of
proposals during contact negotiation process



Each proposal must state the relative weight
given to evaluation criteria



Best value wins!



Details made public after award
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Who Decides Whether to Use
an ITB or RFP?


Purchasing (CPO, unless otherwise directed)



Based on most cost effective approach to get
what you need.



Considerations


Cost of the Procurement



Need/Value of Negotiation (RFP Only)



Value to Your Department and the Taxpayer if
Seeking Best and Final Offers (RFP ONLY)
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Planning and Design Solution
v. Santa Fe (1994)


The City of Santa Fe solicited proposals for
professional services for developing a mixed
use community.



An evaluation committee ranked the
proposals, and deemed that PDS, a California
corporation, submitted the most
advantageous proposal.
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The proposed contract between PDS was
presented to the City Council, which
rejected the recommendation of the
selection committee and unanimously
voted to award the contract to the highest
local firm on the list.



In a confusing opinion that conflates the
bid process with the proposal process, the
Court concluded that the City erred by
taking into consideration criteria that were
not set forth in its RFP, which was
prohibited by the City's Purchasing
Regulations.



The Court further concluded that while
the City was permitted to reject all
proposals before awarding the contract,
it was prohibited from doing so after
contract award.



The Court concluded that these errors
rendered the City's conduct arbitrary and
capricious.



The Court awarded PDS the expenses
incurred in preparing and submitting the
proposal.
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The Takeaway


You may only consider those evaluation
criteria in the solicitation



Among other remedies, the County is
subject to pay an offeror’s expenses were
it to award a contract in contravention of
the Code.
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Sole Source Procurement
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Sole Source


Least Cost-Effective Result for User and Taxpayer



Must Be Justified and Approved
(1) there must be only one source for the required service,
construction or item of tangible personal property;
(2) the service, construction or item of tangible personal
property is unique and this uniqueness is substantially related
to the intended purpose of the contract; and
(3) other similar services, construction or items of tangible
personal property cannot meet the intended purpose of the
contract.



Often Applicable to Software and Proprietary Items



Negotiation Required by Law
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Sole Source Requirements


At least thirty days before a sole source
contract is awarded, the entity must post
notice of the intent to award a sole
source contract on its website or on the
state purchasing agent’s web site. The
notice must specify:
(1) the parties to the proposed contract;
(2) the nature and quantity of the service,
construction or item of tangible personal
property being contracted for; and
(3) the contract amount.
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Sole Source Continued


Due to an apparent error in the crafting of Section 13-1128, both state agencies and local public bodies are
required to also provide the following to the Legislative
Finance Committee and to the Department of
Information Technology for posting on the sunshine
portal:


(1) the contractor’s name and address;



(2) the amount and term of the contract;



(3) a listing of the services, construction or items of
tangible personal property procured under the contract;



(4) whether the contract was a sole source or emergency
procurement contract; and



(5) the justification for the procurement method.
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Emergency Procurement
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What is an Emergency


Government Procurement is NOT Designed to
be a Fast Process HOWEVER Provisions are
Made to Deal With Valid Emergencies



A situation that creates a threat to public
health, safety or welfare, creating an
immediate and serious need for services,
construction or items of tangible personal
property, the lack of which would threaten
the functioning of government, the
preservation or protection of property, or the
health or safety of any person.



Poor planning is not necessarily an
emergency.
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Requirements for an
Emergency Purchase


Determination must be issued and placed
in procurement file.



Within three days, must post on public
body’s website or on sunshine portal the
contractor’s name and address, amount
and term of contract, a listing of what
was procured, that purchase was an
emergency, and the justification
therefore.
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Purchases Under Existing
Contracts
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Existing Contracts &
Statewide Price Agreements


One of the easiest way to buy things
and often the least expensive
method as well.



No procurement process is needed
because it has already been done
for you!



Several existing contract options
are available.
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Existing Contracts


Horizons New Mexico Contracts (State Use
Act)



The Public Entity’s Existing Contracts



State Purchasing Division



Other NM Counties, Municipalities or
Government Agencies



General Services Administration (GSA)



Out-of-State
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State Purchasing Division


Special Contracts Called “Price Agreements”



Very Broad, Catalog Like



Made to Address Multiple Needs



Still Have to Comply with any Specific Limitations



Generally Usable by ALL Public Entities



Because of Large Anticipated Volume Use, Prices are
Usually VERY Good



A Number of Different Contracts are Available



www.generalservices.state.nm.us/statepurchasing/
Select “Statewide Price Agreements” Link
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State Contracts Can Result in
Substantial Savings

43
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Other NM Counties, Municipalities
or Government Agencies


Company must have price agreement with
public body



The quantity purchased does not exceed
that which may be purchased under the
price agreement



The PO identifies the price agreement
relied upon
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Magic Language in RFP and
Contract
Use by Other Governmental Entities
By submitting proposal, offer indicates
that they understand and agree that other
governmental entities within the State of
New Mexico may contract for the goods or
services included in this procurement
document with the awarded contractor(s).
Contractual engagements accomplished
under this provision shall be solely
between the awarded vendor and the
contracting governmental entity with no
obligation or liability to [name of public
body].
46
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General Services
Administration (GSA)


Vendor Must be Willing to Extend
“Prices, Terms and Conditions” to
Public Body



Extension Offer Must be Written



CAN Request Lower than GSA Price
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Exemptions

48
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Exemptions from the
Procurement Code


There are a total of 39 exemptions from
the Procurement Code, contained in
Section 13-1-98, 13-1-98.1, and 13-1-98.2



If what the public body needs is on the
list, the public body is not constrained by
the Code’s requirements, though is
obligated to get the best value for the
taxpayer and other applicable law.
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Key Exemptions
Contained in NMSA 1978, Section 13-1-98
(2013)


Procurement of Tangible Personal
Property or Services from a local public
body, state agency, or external
procurement unit.



Publicly provided or publicly regulated
gas, electricity, water, sewer and refuse
collection systems
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Morningstar v. Farmington
(1995)
Background


A school district entered into contracts with
Farmington for the provision of water
services.



Morningstar Water Users Association
appealed the District Court's refusal to
enjoin these contracts on the basis that the
contracts should have been submitted for
competitive sealed bids pursuant to the
Code.
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Morningstar v. Farmington
(1995)
Holding:
The Court held that the water services
transaction fell within the 13-1-98(D)
exception permitting the purchasing of publicly
provided water.
Reasoning:
The Court explained that the purpose of the
Code is to insure fairness when a public entity
makes a purchase from a private entity, and
that a governmental entity selling to another
public body never ceases being a governmental
entity.
52
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Specifications/
Scope of Work (SOW)
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Specifications v. Scope of
Work (SOW)


Specifications generally apply to products.



Scope of Work (SOW) generally applies to
services.



Full and descriptive specs/SOW are critical.
Model and part numbers, if known, must be
provided for ordering and comparison.

NM Procurement Code:
 “All specifications shall be drafted so as to
ensure maximum practicable competition and
fulfill the requirements of state agencies and
local public bodies.”
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Specifications
How do we relay to potential suppliers exactly what
we need? If you can’t describe it, you can’t buy it.


Tractor



Minimum of 195 H.P.



Minimum of 145 Inch Wheelbase



Must have Automatic
Transmission



Must have Rollover Protection
Structure



Must have Enclosed Operator
Cab



Must have Implement Towing
Hitch
Must have a Power Take Off
(PTO)



Must be painted green



Tractor

NO BRAND NAMES!
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What’s wrong with this
Picture?
•Quote #1
•Sand and Paint County Barn - $2,800

•Quote #2
•Sand and Paint County Barn - $2,975

•Quote #3
•Sand and Paint County Barn, customer to provide
materials - $1,675
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Local Preference
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Preferences (in general…)



Apply to Formal Procurements(over
$60k*):
A 5% New Mexico Resident Business
Preference is required



Invitation for Bids: 5% of Cost Bid
Request for Proposals: 5% of Award Points



State Issues Preference Certificate



No Specific Preference in Law for Local
Businesses
*For Professional Services, Various Dollar Thresholds Apply
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Resident Veteran Preference
(in general…)
 Up

to 10% Depending on Annual
Revenue, submitted via Resident
Preference Certification

 Less

than $1 M, 10% preference

 Between

$1M and $5M, 8%
preference

 More

than $5 M, 7% preference
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Bradbury & Stam v.
Bernalillo County (Ct. App.
2001)


Resident Contractor protested County’s
decision to not apply resident preference
to bids for public works contract



The Court held that the application of the
statutory preference was mandatory,
reasoning that policy of offering a
resident preference is to support those
persons and companies who contribute to
the economy of the State by maintaining
plants and other facilities within the
state.
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Protests
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Protests


Aggrieved in connection with “solicitation or
award of a contract”



Generally associated with formal
procurements (IFB or RFP)



Procurement stops! (Unless…)




Central purchasing office makes a
determination that award is necessary to
protect substantial interests of public body

Vendor has right to seek judicial review from
determination
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James Hamilton Construction
Co. v. Highway and Trans. Dep’t
(Ct. App. 2003)
Timing of Protest
Background


Hamilton Construction protested award
on basis bid was not signed.



Highway and Transportation Department
denied protest on basis that protest was
untimely
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James Hamilton Construction
Co. v. Highway and Trans. Dep’t
(Ct. App. 2003)
Applicable Law


Procurement Code provides permits any
bidder or offeror who is aggrieved in
connection with a solicitation or award of
a contract to protest to the state
purchasing agent or a central purchasing
office in writing within fifteen calendar
days after knowledge of the facts or
occurrences giving rise to the protest.
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James Hamilton Construction
Co. v. Highway and Trans. Dep’t
(Ct. App. 2003)


The Court considered whether the fifteen
day protest period is triggered by bid
opening (constructive knowledge), by the
notice of preliminary award, or whether
the period is triggered by the final award.



Court held a preliminary award triggers
the 15 day statutory period within which
protest must be filed.
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James Hamilton Construction
Co. v. Highway and Trans. Dep’t
(Ct. App. 2003)


The Court refused to impute constructive
knowledge of the successful bidder's failure
to sign the bid form as of the date of bid
opening, despite that the failure to sign
could have been known as of the bid
opening.



Thee Court did not believe it reasonable
that a bidder be required to peruse every
bid upon bid-opening to look for
deficiencies and to then file preemptive
protests before the notice of preliminary
award has been issued.
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Educational Assessment
Systems v. CES (Ct. App.
1993)

Comprehensiveness of Remedy



EAS protested the issuance of an RFP for
ancillary services contending that the RFP
was too burdensome and its inability to
obtain auto insurance naming CES an
additional insured.



Rather than seeking judicial review
pursuant to the Code after the denial of
its protest, EAS petitioned the District
Court for a Writ of Quo Warranto, TRO,
Civil Rights Violation and for injunctive
relief.
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EAS v. CES (cont’d)
Holding


Procurement Code creates neither an
express nor implied private right of action



Because the Procurement Code provides an
adequate legal remedy, the writ of quo
warranto was not a proper remedy.



Assuming there was an action under color of
state law, the Court held a due process
action under 42 U.S.C. 1983 will not lie
where the protestant was a given a
reasonable opportunity to participate in the
protest process afforded pursuant to the
Procurement Code.
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Davis & Assoc., Inc. v.
Midcon (Ct. App. 1999)
Availability of Common Law Remedies
Against Third Party


Davis and Associates, Inc. (Davis), an
unsuccessful bidder on a construction
project for a state entity, filed a petition
in district court seeking judicial review of
a bidding process pursuant to Section 13–
1–183 of the Procurement Code.
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Davis's bid had been rejected by the state
entity after a protest was lodged by
Midcon, another bidder for the project, in
which Midcon had asserted that Davis's
bid submission failed to include required
information regarding subcontractors.

Issue


Whether the Procurement Code provides
the exclusive remedy for an unsuccessful
bidder seeking to challenge the acts of a
third party that resulted in the rejection
of the other's bid?
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The Court held that there is nothing in
the Procurement Code that precludes a
disappointed bidder from filing a
common law claim against a third
party who allegedly through improper
or unlawful means interfered with or
caused a public body to reject an
otherwise meritorious bid or cancel a
public works contract



The takeaway – a third party may be
hit with a tortious interference with
contract for improperly or unlawfully
causing a public body to reject an
otherwise meritorious bid or to cancel
a public works contract
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Regents of Eastern New Mexico University
v. Baca and DKD Electric (2008)
Where appeal from Determination Must be
Brought
Background


DKD submitted an unsuccessful bid on a
contract with ENMU and filed a protest in
conjunction with that bid.



Rather than waiting for a determination
on the protest and seeking judicial review
in the 9th judicial district where ENMU is
located, DKD filed a complaint in the
second judicial district where it is located
seeking declaratory judgment and
injunctive relief in the matter.
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Applicable Law


Article VI, Section 13 of the New Mexico
Constitution, provides that the District
Court shall have appellate jurisdiction of
all cases originating in inferior courts and
tribunals in their respective districts



Section 39-3-1.1 which provides that an
appeal may be taken to the district court
for the county in which the agency
maintains its principal office or the
district court of any county in which a
hearing on the matter was conducted.
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Holding


An aggrieved bidder or offeror must bring
an appeal from an adverse purchasing
decision in the county in which that
purchasing determination is rendered.



DKD was required to pursue its statutory
right to judicial review of its declaratory
judgment action in the county within
which the adverse purchasing
determination was rendered.
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Hamilton Roofing v. Carlsbad
Municipal School Board (Ct.
App. 1997)
Nature of Remedies Available under Code


IFB re-roofing five buildings, required
bidders to submit bid for one or two
alternates for each building, as well as to
bid on project as a whole.



Hamilton was the low bidder on several
items, though didn’t bid on all items or
submit a bid for the entire project.



Board awarded to Hamilton, Allen
Roofing Protested on basis bid was not
responsive.



Board rejected protest, though District
Court ruled Allen was lowest responsive
bidder, that award to Hamilton was
contrary to law, and directed Board to
award contract to Allen.



Hamilton sought expenses under
contract, plus lost profit.
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The Procurement Code provides that,
if, after an award, a determination is
made by the central purchasing office
that a solicitation or award of a
contract is in violation of law and the
business awarded the contract has
not acted fraudulently or in bad faith,
the contract may either be ratified,
affirmed and revised to comply with
law or the contract may be
terminated and the business awarded
the contract shall be compensated for
the actual expenses reasonably
incurred under the contract, plus a
reasonable profit, prior to
termination.



The Board rejected Hamilton's claim for
reasonable lost profit on basis that its
central purchasing office did not make a
determination that an award of the
contract was in violation of the law, but
rather by the District Court.
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Held:


The determination referenced in
Section 13-1-182 may be either a
determination by the central purchasing
office or a determination that a
reviewing court orders that office to
make.
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Significance of Holding:


If a public entity makes an award that is
later determined to be in violation of the
law by the public entity or the Courts,
the party to which the public entity has
made an award may be able to maintain
an action against the public entity for
actual expenses plus reasonable profit
prior to termination.
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Ethics
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Key Aspects of Ethics






Ethics is the cornerstone of the
Government Purchasing Process
Honesty: With All Involved
Loyalty: To Your Organization and the
Rules it Follows
Integrity
Fair Play
 Impartiality
 Open Competition
 Fair Specifications
 Equal Treatment of Vendors
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Tests of Ethics
Questions to Ask Yourself


How Will You Feel About Doing It (or Not
Doing It)?



Will it Pass the “Front Page” Test?



Is it the “Right” Thing to Do?
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The Dark Side
Various Requirements of the Governmental
Conduct Act* Apply Including:


Official Act for Personal Gain Prohibited



Disclosure/Prohibited Outside
Employment



Use of Confidential Information



Contracts Involving Public Employees



Ethical Principles



Prohibited Bidding



Criminal Penalties
*10-16-1 NMSA 1978
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The Dark Side - Unlawful
Employee Participation
Prohibited*


“… it is unlawful for any
state agency or local public
body employee to participate
directly or indirectly in a
procurement when the
employee knows that the
employee or any member of
the employee's immediate
family has a financial
interest in the business
seeking or obtaining a
contract.” *13-1-190 NMSA 1978
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The Dark Side – Use of Confidential
Information Prohibited*


“It is unlawful for any state agency or
local public body employee or former
employee knowingly to use confidential
information for actual or anticipated
personal gain or for the actual or
anticipated personal gain of any other
person.”

*13-1-195 NMSA 1978
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The Dark Side –
Misdemeanor/Felony Penalties
“Any business or person which
violates the Procurement Code
… is guilty of a misdemeanor if
the transaction involves fifty
thousand or less; or a fourth
degree felony if the
transaction involves more than
fifty thousand dollars
($50,000).”
*13-1-199 & 13-1-196 NMSA 1978
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Questions?
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